
 
Looking forward to your holiday? Here are some useful pointers: 
       
 
Ski Insurance 
It is important that you have up to date cover for your trip to 
Megève. The likelihood of anything happening is extremely rare: 
in fact skiing is safer than a game of football, but accidents do 
happen and it is important to have good insurance.  Do check the 
exclusions on your policy. 

 
 
 

 

 
Ski Equipment and Skipasses 
When you arrive our staff will give you all the information you need to 
make the most of Megève. If you've pre-ordered  your ski passes, they'll be 
ready for collection and we'll give you discount vouchers for equipment 
hire. Prices for our guests are usually better than internet "discount" rates.  
 
Then it's a quick hop up the cable car, where the snow awaits! 

 
Go pro with our GoPro 
If you'd like a record of your time on the pistes, what better way than with a 
GoPro! These small, light and extremely hi-tec gadgets can capture incredible 
footage and stills. Naturally we have one that you can use, just ask Amy, Gary 
or Rory if it's available whilst you're in resort.  
 
Remember to bring a memory stick or device for downloading with you, so 
you can transport your footage back home 

 
 
 
    Download the App 

 
 

 
For all of you smartphone users, Megeve Tourism have created a free 
app that is packed full of useful information. You'll find weather 
forecasts and snow conditions, an interactive piste map, lift openings, 
webcams and much more. Simply search either the Apple store or 
Google Play, download for free and you're good to go! Don't forget to put 
our emergency number (0033 6 9514 7737) in to your phones in case 
you need to call us at any point whilst away 
 

 
 
 
 
3, 2, 1 and Relax! 
Please make yourselves at home whilst staying in your 
accommodation and do let us know if there is anything you need. 
We want to ensure you're completely happy whilst in our care so 
that you have a truly wonderful escape to the mountains! 
 

  
  
 

 

Share Your Views and Win a Prize. 
When you share your pics on Facebook, Twitter and 
Instagram, tag us in  your post - we love seeing them too! 
Every month, the pic that get the most likes will win 
a  10% discount off the next 7 night chalet holiday you 
book with us or 5% for 3/4 nights.  

 


